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Abstract—Security assessment is a crucial process in the 

application deployment. The network layer plays an important 

role in the computer infrastructure. Network infrastructure 

generally consists of firewall, router, and switches etc. The 

vulnerabilities and technology gaps in the network assets may 

lead to serious problems in the security and application 

deployment. Here we study the risk assessment framework for a 

network layer for making the network layer more effective and 

secure.  The study led to quantifying risk factor of a network 

layer. 

 
Index Terms—Network, risk, security, vulnerabilities.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

A network has been defined as any set of interlinking lines 

resembling a net, a network of roads, an interconnected 

system, a network of alliances [1]. The International Standards 

Organization (ISO) and Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) 

reference model defines seven layers of communications types, 

and the interfaces among them. Over the last 25 years, a 

number of networks and network protocols have been defined 

and used. Anyone can connect to these public networks, or 

they can use types of networks to connect their own hosts  

together, without connecting to the public networks. TCP/IP 

(Transport Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) is the language 

of the internet. Anything that can learn to speak TCP/IP can 

play on the internet. This is functionality that occurs at the 

network (IP) and transport (TCP) layers in the ISO/OSI 

reference model. Consequently, a host that has TCP/IP 

functionality (such as Unix, OS/2, Mac OS, or Windows NT) 

can easily support applications that use the network. One of 

the most important features of TCP/IP is not a technological 

on, the protocol is an open protocol, and anyone who wishes to 

implement it may do so freely. A number of attacks against 

these IPs are possible. A packet simply claims to originate 

from a given address, and there isn't a way to be sure that the 

host that sent the packet is telling the truth. This isn't 

necessarily a weakness, but it is an important point, because it 

means that the facility of host authentication has to be 

provided at a higher layer on the ISO/OSI reference model. 

Today, applications that require strong host authentication 

(such as cryptographic applications) to do this at the 

application layer.  Network infrastructure generally consists of 

firewall, router, and switches. Firewall sits between a router 

 
 

and application servers to provide access control. Firewalls are 

originally used to protect a trusted network from the untrusted 

network. These days, it is becoming more common to protect 

application servers on their own (trusted, isolated) network 

from the untrusted networks. 

 

 Most of the organizations focus on establishing the 

perimeter defense such as DeMilitarized Zones (DMZ), 

firewall and authentication services, intrusion detection 

systems, and antivirus modules. On the other hand, internal 

security controls also implemented within the network 

environment. With the growth of web based applications and 

intranet, network security has become a major concern. To 

counter the emerging challenges, mere deployment of firewall 

systems, access controls and other security systems are not 

sufficient as they leave many security holes unaddressed. 

These security holes can allow intruders and threats to access 

or damage the valuable databases. Therefore network 

assessment is an essential process to rate the risk that is present 

in the network layer to understand the risk they are dealing 

with. The network security assessment helps to identify 

potential security holes, the technology gaps between different 

networking devices, to close potential security holes before 

intruders, worms attempt to exploit the vulnerabilities present 

in the setup.  

 

In this paper, a modest attempt has been made to quantify 

the security risk of a network layer. It covers the vulnerability 

assessment for different network devices such as gateway 

systems, router, and different networking devices. Then it 

presents a risk assessment methodology for a network layer. 

Specifically it is to rate the risk of the network layer 

comprehensively to protect the organization’s valuable 

computing resources. Section V explains the security risk 

assessment methodology for the network layer using different 

parameters. The security assessment is a comprehensive 

program that provides to rate the risk by identifying and 

analyzing vulnerabilities of different devices. Section VI 

presents results and discussions along with vulnerabilities and 

its risk factor. These details are key in the remediation plan to 

minimize the risk factor of the network by eliminating these 

vulnerabilities. The study highlights the use of different tools 

for the vulnerability assessment for different networking 

devices, compiling them for the final risk assessment of the 

network layer. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

Today there has been tremendous success of web based 

applications. Most of the applications are deployed using web 

based technologies. Despite the incorporation of the improved 

technologies, hacking techniques also gained momentum these 

days. Web Application Security Consortium [2] gave report on 

web hacking statistics. These hacking statistics states that the 

number is gradually increasing from year to year, even with 

the added security feature technology in networking and 

application development tools. The trends in hacking 

techniques are developed according to the usage level of 

particular technologies at the time [3]. As a consequence 

network assessts and web servers are becoming popular attack 

targets. Around 71% of the reported application vulnerabilities 

have affected the web technologies such as web servers, 

application servers and web browsers [4]. In the past, 

organization relied more on gateway defenses, Secure Socket 

Layer (SSL), Network and Host security to keep the data 

secured. Unfortunately, majority of the web attacks are 

application attacks and the mentioned technologies are 

generally unable to cope up with the security needs against the 

application attacks [5]. The gateway firewall and antivirus 

programs through offer protection at network and host level, 

but not at the application level [6]. Firewall may not detect 

malicious input sent to a distributed application. Indeed, 

firewalls are great at blocking ports, of course, some firewall 

applications examine communications and can provide very 

advanced indication still. Typical firewall helps to restrict 

traffic to HTTP, but the HTTP traffic can contain commands 

that exploit application vulnerabilities. Firewalls are only an 

integral part of security, but they are not a complete solution 

[7]. The same holds true for Secure Socket Layer (SSL), which 

is good at encrypting traffic over the network. However, it 

does not validate the application’s input or protect from a 

poorly defined port policy. However, when the network and 

host entries are secure, the public interfaces of the application 

become the focus of the attack. The Software Unlimited 

Organization [8] listed the top 10 firewall limitations as it 

can’t tell if there are vulnerabilities that might allow a hacker 

access to internal network.  

 

Today's client/server technology has progressed beyond the 

traditional two-tiered concept to three-tier architectures. Web 

applications have numerous entry points that can put database 

at risk. Hackers generally look into the different fundamental 

areas of application to break the security. The general types of 

attacks are IP access, port access, and application access. 

Hackers get the IP address of the server and do the telnet to 

exploit the server. Therefore, network layer plays an important 

role in the protection of the application database. The major 

challenges associated with the network layer are their most 

critical vulnerabilities that are of often the results of Denial of 

Server, secure configuration, authentication etc [9]. With this 

background, security assessment has been considered a sub-

function of network management, and has been identified as 

one of the five functional areas of the open system 

interconnection, management framework. As defined in the 

OSI management framework, security assessment is concerned 

not with the actual provision and use of encryption or 

authentication techniques themselves but rather with their 

management.  Meier et al, 2004 defines security assessment 

involves holistic approach, applying security at three layers:  

network layer, host layer, and the application layer [10]. Russ 

et. al., 2007 concludes security assessment is an organizational 

level process that focuses on the nontechnical security 

functions within an organization [11]. In the assessment, it 

examines the security policies, procedures, architectures, and 

organizational structure that are in place to support the 

organization. Although there is no standard metric for rating 

the risk, there is no standardization of network security 

assessment process. For example Sloman et al, 1994 defines 

security assessment as the support for specification of 

authorization policy, translation of this policy into information 

which can be used by security mechanisms to control access, 

management of key distribution, monitoring and logging of 

security activities [12]. Now, this study enhances the security 

management of a network layer to quantify the risk associated 

with all the network devices and generate a comprehensive risk 

to understand the current security state of the network. This 

paper emphasizes on defining a framework for network risk 

measurement taking into account of threat, vulnerability, 

consequence and risk model. 

III. NETWORK THREATS AND VULNERABILITIES 

Network security consists of the provisions made in an 

underlying computer network infrastructure, policies adopted 

by the network administrator to protect the network and the 

network-accessible resources from unauthorized access. 

Securing network infrastructure is similar to securing all 

possible entry points of a network with tight security practices 

and guidelines. Attacks could be stopped at the entry points 

before they spread. RFC 1244 identifies three distinct types of 

security threats usually associated with network connectivity: 

Unauthorized access – A break in by any unauthorized person. 

Disclosure of information - any problem that causes the 

disclosure of valuable or sensitive information to people who 

should not have access to the information. Denial of service - 

any problem that makes it difficult or impossible for the 

system to continue to perform productive work. 

 

Edwards, 1997 classify the network threats, such as cache, 

file servers or host systems, viruses, sniffers, Ethernet ports, 

Backup tapes, wiretapping, hot-swappable and spare 

components, user passwords and group administrators, share 

and file permissions, email administrator, unwanted TCP/IP 

ports, built-in TCP/IP filtering, network binding, the registry, 

external LAN links, external WAN links [13]. Vulnerability is 

generally software or hardware bug or a mis-configaration that 

a malicious individual can exploit [14]. Generally there are 

two types of vulnerabilities called known vulnerability and 

unknown vulnerability. Most organizations pay attention to the 

known vulnerabilities by applying countermeasures or by 

rectifying the vulnerabilities present in the network.  But 

calculating the unknown window of vulnerability is more 

important when planning mitigation strategies. Most of the 

time the underlined vendors will release the corresponding 
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patches to the new vulnerabilities found. But interestingly a 

good trend has emerged that, third party vendors also releasing 

patches for new vulnerabilities found in the system. Usually 

new vulnerabilities in network services are educated by several 

agencies to the security community. Many organizations 

namely Security focus, Packet storm, CERT, MITRE etc. 

provide service to find out potential vulnerabilities in the 

network. 

IV. RISK ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY 

To counter the emerging challenges in network security, 

mere deployment of firewalls, access control and other 

technologies are not enough, as it leaves many security issues 

unaddressed. Security holes can allow intruders, worms, and 

other threats to steal or damage critical business information. 

Network infrastructure vulnerabilities are the foundation for all 

technical security issues in information systems. These 

vulnerabilities affect everything running on the site particularly 

the web applications, which is the main objective of this paper. 

Many issues are related to the security of network 

infrastructure. Some issues are more technical and require 

using various tools to assess them properly. Some issues are 

easy to assess with a good pair of eyes and some logical 

thinking. Some issues are easy to see from outside the 

network, and others are easier to detect form inside the 

network. 

 

Random procedures are not enough to make the network 

secure enough, a well defined set of procedures at all levels of 

network have to be deployed to make the network more 

secure. Network security involves protecting network devices 

which act as frontline gatekeepers such as router, firewall and 

switches [15]. It’s all about practicing good security principles 

with pre identified threats and countermeasures with set of 

assessment procedures. McNab introduced security as a 

process, which is the cyclic approach to network security 

assessment involves discovering a cooperative high level 

overview of organization being assessed, including assessment 

of policies, procedures and information flow [16]. The cyclic 

approach starts with scanning network enumeration, network 

scanning, and finally specific service/device assessment. The 

assessment includes assessment of network by scanning 

network with proper tools. Network scanning is conducted 

using assessment tools for enumeration and information 

gathering, and brute-force password guessing. In general 

enumeration tools are used to gather system information. 

Brute-force tools are used to compromise account passwords 

and gain access to shared files and resources.  Assessment of 

firewall, router, and edge switches including placement on the 

network and how it is configured? 

Every security related device must periodically be verified for 

correctness and integrity. Network vulnerability assessment 

tools (vulnerability scanners) are excellent for checking the 

things for known problems with router configuration. ISS, 

Satan, CyberCop Scanner, and Nmap can be used to scan and 

test routers on network. Configuring firewall is not enough to 

guarantee security. Harden routers and switches, too, will 

tighten the security of application. 

V. VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT 

Many organization offer information on discovered 

vulnerabilities. Some of the organizations are commercial and 

rest of them is non-commercial. Generally administrators see 

the latest news for the known vulnerabilities and 

corresponding remedies for the patch. But for a comprehensive 

network security, vulnerability assessment is essential. Due to 

the increasing sophistication of intruder methods and the 

vulnerabilities present in many applications, it is imperative to 

regularly assess network security. A variety of vulnerability 

identification tools are available. 

 

Vulnerability assessment includes the gathering of network 

details ranging from collection of IP address range, domain 

details. The next step is the enumeration process, used to 

determine the target operating system and the application 

residing on the system. This will substantiate the application 

residing on the host with information of port policies and 

determining what application is residing on what ports. 

Generally Whois Query is used to gather the IP range details 

with input options of domain, registrar, and name server. The 

details can be gathered by Whois Query by browsing the site 

http://reports.internic.net. Fig. 1 shows the who are query 

against one of the IP address that hosted in the network layer. 

By performing the Whois query it is possible to gather all 

required preliminary information of the site hosting the 

application such as, the physical address, contact information, 

the IP address range used, the DNS server details.  

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Whois Query for IIRS 

 

Using -$P(ping scan) switch within map also can conduct 

the ping sweep of the target network. In addition to Nmap ping 

scan, -$V (service / version info) switch to determine the 

application ports. Now the point is identifying the 

vulnerabilities in the network is a big process. There are 

several vulnerability assessment tools (both commercial and 

open source), but deploying the selected tool in selected 

location will not compile the total vulnerabilities present. This 

is because an enterprise site may contain tens of servers and 
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hundreds of hosts. Instead of automated scanning to an 

enterprise network, leverage the organization’s existing 

vulnerability management. The individual vulnerability of the 

site may be carried out, by compiling the total security 

vulnerabilities. 

Firewalls are a mandatory component of network security. 

However, mis-configarations and poor policies and 

deployment architectures can lead to a false sense of security. 

A firewall must be configured to allow or deny appropriate 

traffic. The configuration process can be highly susceptible to 

human error. In a dynamically changing environment, system 

managers routinely reconfigure firewalls without regard to 

security implications. Access control lists on a firewall can be 

numerous and confusing. It should be continuously monitored 

that the firewall has been set up correctly, and that it is 

performing well. However, a firewall must be correctly 

configured to provide effective protection. Firewall Scanner 

has added a number of firewall security checks to the base 

intranet scanner tests, including source porting, source routing, 

SOCKs, TCP sequence prediction (IP spoofing), and Denial of 

Service Attacks.  Fig. 2 shows the enumeration analysis using 

SuperScan tool. 

 
Fig. 2. Enumeration analysis  

 

Opens ports are more vulnerable and attract heavy risk for 

the system. Scan for such open and blocked ports are 

necessary to ensure firewall system is performing as intended. 

Most often firewall also involves lot of unknown 

vulnerabilities even after successful implementation. These 

vulnerabilities may be found out immediately to patch the 

security gap before exploitation of the application. 

Vulnerability detection tools are available to scan firewall 

system to determine the presence of known vulnerabilities. If 

patches exist for vulnerabilities that a tool detects, these 

patches can be installed on firewall system and re-execute the 

tool. This ensures that the vulnerability has been eliminated 

permanently. Several open source and commercial tools are 

available for the vulnerabilities scanning in the firewalls. 

Nessus and SuperScan are used for finding out vulnerabilities, 

including TCP, UDP ports, windows enumeration, host and 

service discovery [17], [18]. Nessus is a fantastic open source 

tool to scan network for finding out the vulnerabilities, open 

ports, user details, service details, host vulnerabilities, risk 

factors, and remedies. Using this information, the security risk 

determination network layer is done. By evaluating, each 

vulnerability present in the device one can address each issue 

by taking necessary remediation to reduce the risk to the 

application. The open port in the device would be checked and 

same can be closed, if not important for the transactions, (or) 

the port can be monitored regularly, if the port is necessary to 

conduct the business.  

VI. OVERALL SECURITY ASSESSMENT 

This section brings all together by integrating router, firewall, 

and switch security assessment for GWIS environment by 

identifying weaknesses and recommendations for short and 

long term security improvements. This approach demonstrates 

first identifying security strategy by covering assessment 

results obtained from various network devices deployed in the 

network in addition to topics covering across the people, 

process and technology. Microsoft Security Assessment 

(MSA) tool is used to identify and addressing the security risks 

in network environment. MSA follows holistic approach to 

measure security strategy by covering topics across people, 

process and technology. Findings are coupled with 

recommendations mitigation efforts. This tool is not an 

automated scanning tool, but takes the input from the 

user/administrator in various fields such as infrastructure, 

application development, deployment, operations, and people.  

Now, the risk associated with the network layer is calculated 

by using simple straight forward formula given by Manzuik et 

al [19]. 
 

Risk = Vulnerability x Attacks x Threat x Exposure 

Where  

V = Vulnerability, A measure of issues that are considered 

vulnerabilities.This measure is usually is function of 

vulnerability assessment. 

A = Attacks, A measure of actual attacks and dangers, which is 

typically a  function of host/ network based intrusion detection 

/ prevention tool. 

T = Threat, A measure of lurking or impending danger. This is 

known as the threat climate, which comprises such factors as 

availability and ease of  exploit. 

E = Exposure, An accounting of organization’s vulnerability to 

attack, or how much periphery must be protected and how 

poorly it is being protected. 

 

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Identifying vulnerabilities across the site is a major 

endeavor. Today’s enterprise consists of several system 

servers, application servers, database servers via several 

networking circuits with varying speeds. The point is, it is not 

possible to simply install network or system scanners and scan 
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the total application. This is because, it is not possible to get 

the required coverage with in the desired time frame with a 

single scanner. For this reason we cannot simply stop the 

assessment, knowing that the site consists of 70 percent 

network vulnerabilities that have not been remediated. 

Enterprise level assessments are still required. Instead of 

simply dropping scanners onto network, the process should 

leverage organizations vulnerability management, its 

investment in security, patch, and configuration management 

technologies. Vulnerability scanners are responsible for 

detecting network hosts, discovering available applications, 

and ascertaining vulnerabilities. Vulnerability softwares 

generally run on network devices or on a company own 

application assets.  For this type of network assessment, single 

type of vulnerability scanner is sufficient for scanning the 

application. However, larger sites may require multiple 

vulnerability scanners to support the assessment needs. Now, 

the point is what is next after fixing the vulnerabilities of the 

site. The major issue in the security management is finding out 

the vulnerabilities and fixing them to reduce the security risk 

posed by these vulnerabilities. Every organization should 

concern with managing remediation to address the discovered 

vulnerabilities. Most often traditional vulnerability 

methodologies and its IT security policy suggest some 

methodology, but the organization should have a mechanism to 

validate vulnerabilities exposed to a remote entity. 

Vulnerability assessment reports produce lot of insightful 

information as listed in fig. 3. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Vulnerability analysis using Nessus 

The vulnerability report generally produces the following 

information regarding: 

• Duration of the assessment, 

• Number of machines scanned, 

• Vulnerabilities by severity, 

• List of vulnerabilities identified, 

• Vulnerabilities per host. 

During the assessment, advanced tools and security assessment 

methodology for the detection of security issues and exposures 

within the network are applied to the related runtime platform 

environment. The summary summarizes application security 

vulnerability assessment report for the network. Vulnerability 

assessment need to be supported by an enterprise remediation 

strategy, and assessment should target not only at windows, 

Unix, and Linux systems, but also all I.P. connected devices 

within the site such as routers, gateways and switches. The 

total network equipment of network environment is scanned, 

which includes gateway, router, and L3, L2 switching devices. 

The vulnerabilities present in firewall, router, and L3 switch 

are respectively, 45 of which are considered as low risk 

category, 2 are considered as medium level risk, and 4 are 

considered as high level risk vulnerabilities. Surprisingly 47 

ports are found open in the network area. In fig. 4, 

vulnerabilities are further broken down by risk, percentage, 

and average number of vulnerabilities by risk category. 

 
 

Fig. 4. Vulnerability breakout by count and percentage of network layer  

 

Analyzing vulnerability assessment report further, it is 

discerned what are most prominent vulnerabilities, as reflected 

in Table I. 

 
TABLE I 

TOP VULNERABILITIES OF NETWORK LAYER 

S. No Vulnerability Risk factor 

1 Remote server does not reply with 404 

error code. 

None 

2 Daytime is running on this port None 

3 DNS server is running on this port Low 

4 Usable remote name server Medium 

5 Version of bind None 

6 RPC service enumeration None 

7 BIND vulnerable to cached RR overflow High 

8 
BIND vulnerable to negative cache 

poison bug High 

9 
Default community names of the SNMP 

agent High 

10 RPC port manager None 

11 SSH server type and version supported None 

12 RPC service enumeration None 

13 Hyper text transfer protocol information None 

14 
Checkpiont firewall-1 ICA service 

detection None 

15 Unknown service banners None 

16 Telenet service detection Low 
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Table I provides insightful and more reflective information 

regarding the true security posture of network at GWIS site. 

Figure 4 illustrates that 47 ports are open in the network, 45 

vulnerabilities of low risk. Detailed breakup list of router, 

firewall and switch is given in Table II. 

 
TABLE II 

DEVICE WISE VULNERABILITIES 

Host name  Vulnerabilities Remarks 

Router 

 

Open ports:29 

Low        :23 

Medium   :0 

High       :0 

Low severity problem(s) found 

Firewall 

 

Open ports:1 

Low        :3 

Medium   :0 

High       :0 

Low severity problem(s) found 

Switch(es) 

 

Open ports:17 

Low        :19 

Medium   :2 

High       :4 

High severity problem(s) found 

 

So vulnerability receives a score of 4 because its impact on 

the affected systems, attack would receive a score of 2 based 

on the nature of attack. Threat would receive 4 because of the 

popularity of the company, exposure in this case receive 2 

because the service is not much affected. Therefore, 

 

Risk = Vulnerability x Attacks x Threat x Exposure 

So, in this case 

Risk = 4 x 2 x 4 x 2 

Risk = 64 

As per CVE 2005-4560, the maximum risk will always be 

625 and minimum will always be 1. The total risk associated 

with the network layer is 64; therefore overall risk level is 

LOW. The risk is obtained by integrating the associated 

network equipment (gateway, router, and switch), and the total 

risk of the network layer is 64. Hence, the overall severity 

level is LOW.  

VIII. CONCLUSION 

Vulnerabilities exist at many layers in the computing world. 

The first step in securing IT environment is to ensure all 

application systems and network devices have been properly 

audited and exposures eliminated. Starting with firewalls, there 

are two classes of vulnerability mis-configuration, and 

firmware bugs - that can allow entry to non-authorized users. 

Most firewall vendors have a list of patches that should be 

used to bring a firewall up to date. Automated scanners 

examine the firewall and determine whether the firmware 

revisions are current. 

Network security involves protecting the network devices 

such as router, firewall, switches, and the data that they 

forward to provide additional security for host servers. Since 

the network layer is the first (outer) layer of any application, 

protecting the network with well defined countermeasures is 

important. In this process, assessment of each network device 

plays a major role in finding out the vulnerabilities. These 

vulnerabilities are fixed out with corresponding 

countermeasures to make the network security tighter, which 

ultimately improve the security process of the application. 
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